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SAVING WASTE: AN APPEAL TO THE SCOTTISH PEOPLE

For generations the Church of Scotland has rightly guarded its doors against
its pulpit being used by the State. It was therefore an unusual event when,

to-day (Sunday) Sir James Marchant, of the Directorate of the Salvage and

Recovery Board of the Ministry of Supply, spoke from the chancel of the Glasgow Cathedral
on the National Salvage Campaign, He said

"It is from the sounding board of this sacred place, so dear to the soul of

Scotland, which will add strength and significance to my simple plea. And

through you, as loyal free people, we would appeal to every similar congregation
in Scotland, and to every citizen in your native land.

"You noticed that the demands upon our man and woman power is so pressing that

our nationals from America and other lands, are being called home. And the

demand upon the diminishing natural resources of the world, and upon every scrap

of material hitherto wasted in home, office, shop and factory, is equally intense

and imperative.

"Scotland has already done much in the direction of salvaging, hut wider and

more persistent efforts are needed. He have not the ships to bring scrap, waste,

or raw material from other lands. Yet let us note with shame, that 50,000 tons

of bones a year are being brought 10,000 miles across the treacherous seas from

the Argentine and India, at the peril of the lives of our brave seamen. All

that could be provided freely from our own homes, if we did not carelessly

destroy them, Why should our Merchant Navy risk its shins and lives to bring
over this cargo of bones from India, when 4,000 tons are lost monthly in the

homes of Britain,

"Search your cupboards and yards for every worn-out garment and scrap of rag,

every bent nail, every bone, all vegetable refuse, all kinds of rubber articles,

every inch of paper all must now be saved and given up, to save our ships, our

lives, our country.

"Will you set yourselves the religious duty which is congenial to your

proverbial thriftiness, to save all waste, to preach the duty of saving it to

your neighbours, and by example and by service in collecting,conserve everything that

waste be not wasted in careless handling. Off yourselves as Salvage Stewards

wherever they are needed, I repeat, as a religious duty.

"Let me end with the words of tho Right Rev, Paul do Labilliere, Dean of

Westminster;

"'This prosaic salvage campaign, is redeemed from all suspicion of triviality
and niggardliness in proportion, as there falls across it at least tho shadow of

the example of Jesus Christ.'"
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